13 Ibid., ref. 11; "Examination of methods of attack on the second case of Fermat's last theorem," these PROCEEDINGS, 40, 732-735 (1954); Selfridge, J. L., C. A. Nicol, and V., "Proof of Fermat's last theorem for all prime exponents less than 4002," these PROCEEDINGS, 41, 970-973 (1955 (xl + y')/(x + y) = U, (A) and examined the possibilities of this having solutions with x, y, and u co-prime integers without employing the relation x + y = v.
Of course if both of these relations can be satisfied in nonzero integers, then relation (la) of the present paper is satisfied. In our paper just referred to, it was shown that when 1 = 3, the relation (A) has solutions when y = 0 (mod 12). However, it has turned out in various investigations when x, y, and z are each prime to 1, that when criteria have been obtained for the solution of (la), the case 1 = 3 would be an exception to the criteria found. There is a very good reason. Relation (A) also has solutions with x and y prime to 1 and |xyuj # 1. In fact, 1. Introduction.-It is a well-known theorem in classical mechanics that, in a. system consisting of point masses interacting with each other according to Newton's law of gravitation, the kinetic and the potential energies of the system, when averaged over a sufficiently long interval of time, tend to be in the ratio 2:-i, provided the motion is such that the particles remain, forever, in a finite part of the phase space. The origin of this theorem is the relation 2 d2 Em<2= (1), x denotes the coordinate of a typical particle, m its mass, u the magnitude of its velocity u, and G is the constant of gravitation. Further, in equation (1) and in the sequel, the single summations (over m) are over all particles in the system and the double summations (over m and m') are over all pairs of particles.
A more general tensor form of equation (1) is' 1d2 d
2 Zt E mxi x; = E muix1 2~W2EMX' dtm -mutu -G E a mm' (Xi-xi')(xJ-ix'); (2) equation (1) is the contracted version of this equation.
In terms of the tensor-potentiall
we can define the potential-energy tensor Aft} = -2-EZm9 (4) 2m and equation (2) can be written in the form d_ . a mu xi = 2Z1ij+ Aji, (5) dt In where = 2 muiu, (6) 2 is the energy-momentum tensor.
If the motions are confined, forever, to a finite part of the phase space, then equation (5), when. averaged over a sufficiently long interval of time T, leads to the Extensions of the theorem we have enunciated to continuous distributions of matter which are subject to material pressure, and other forces and fields (such as centrifugal and Coriolis forces and magnetic fields) are known and have been used.3 In this paper we shall be concerned with the generalization of equations (5) and (7) to general relativity in the framework of the post-Newtonian approximation of Einstein, Infeld, and Hoffmann.
2. The equations of motion in the post-Newtonian approximation; the energy and the momentum integrals. In equations (11) and (12) On evaluating Qj1 with the aid of equations (11) and (12) 
